
The Small Scale

Development Movement  

Do you want to  learn more about how you

can become a small real estate developer for

a project in your neighborhood?  Are you an

advocate or local leader looking to

encourage better buildings in your

community? 

US Cellular Center
87 Haywood Street, Asheville, NC 28801

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

INCDEV 

 

Tuesday, September 11, 2018 
doors @ 5:15, program @ 5:30

LECTURE
ON SMALL REAL ESTATE 

DEVELOPMENT

JIM KUMON



Jim Kumon is an urban designer and small developer based in

Minneapolis with over ten years experience in the design, transportation

and real estate industries. His career began working in construction

management and architecture companies, learning how to deliver multi-

family, mixed use and institutional buildings in Michigan, California, and

Colorado.  As co-founder of the Alliance, Jim has cultivated a national

team of implementers to create training classes for individuals and

provide tactical coaching guidance to cities and community

organizations across the country. 

 

Jim is implementing small development projects through both his own

projects and public advocacy work.  Along with ongoing renovations to

his 100+ year old house, he is in the planning stages of a backyard cottage

and another nearby small development project. He is also a seasoned

leader of his neighborhood redevelopment committee and past

commissioner of citywide capital improvement entity. He is an alumnus

of the University of Michigan with a degree in architecture.
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INCREMENTAL DEVELOPMENT ALLIANCE 

The Incremental Development Alliance
CULTIVATING 1000 SMALL DEVELOPERS

WITH CITIES THAT SUPPORT THEM

We are a not-for-profit Alliance of practitioners who train small

developers, helping citizens strengthen their own neighborhoods and

helping city champions get the kind of development their community

wants. 

 

Strong places are built at the speed of trust from the bottom up, and

today's cities need systems to support that incremental development.

It's messy, slow, and difficult work but we know this is how great places

come to be. That leaves us with a challenge: to build the capacity for

locals to invest in their own neighborhoods, and to help institutions

encourage that small scale development. We do both. 

For aspiring developers, we offer training classes to help people

take the first steps toward their small scale real estate

development projects. 

For city champions, we help identify where policies and practices

are becoming unnecessary barriers and partner with local

organizations to pilot projects that support small development in

a targeted area. 
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